BATTLERZ
battlerz.com
We provide Financial Hardship Assessments for Consumers to self assess if they can weather a financial shock and Lenders to better support their customers in financial hardship.

QONFR
qonfr.com
Qonfr facilitates connections between people with mental health challenges and companions (traditionally called peer support workers) based on shared lived experiences. These connections are aimed to increase social cohesion and engagement, enhance self-confidence and self-esteem, and promote feelings of understanding, belonging, and continued quality of life.

MONEYGIRL
moneygirl.co
MoneyGirl will accelerate women’s wellbeing by improving young women’s financial literacy.

TENESU!
We bring together music, art, and co-design together to help Australian organisations and African migrants and refugees reach, understand and collaborate with each other to change perceptions, create new solutions, and generate employment.

STEMSPARX
stemsparx.com
STEMSparX aims to close the gap between STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) achievement and engagement in rural and metro areas with the use of AI empowered personalised learning platform paired with monthly hands-on discovery kits.

CAREER BREAKTHROUGH
careerbreakthrough.com.au
Enabling skilled migrants achieve career success in Australia.

WATER DEMOCRACY
waterdemocracy.com
We sell reusable water bottles and implement water purification projects in Australia via our profits.
ENABLED FUTURES
enabledfutures.com
Enabled Futures is an immersive disability-themed experiential study program for Australian University students delivered in Asia-Pacific countries to make an impact for people with disability and the elderly.

JOBNOW
jobnowgroup.com
JobNow assists international professionals, who are facing employability challenges, finding qualified work and developing their professional career in Australia, providing career coaching and recruitment services.

FINANCIALLY EMPOWERED
financiallyempowered.com.au
Financial Literacy workshops and one on one consultations to empower women through economic independence.

ONE LOVE
oneloveaustralia.org
We offer comprehensive educative workshops and organize events to foster social cohesion.

CHIT CHAT
Our project consists on a coffee cart and catering service that produces high quality products while fostering economic and social participation for multicultural communities in the Latrobe area.
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BRING ME HOME
bringmehome.com.au
Bring Me Home is a mobile app that connects people with nearby food retailers that have surplus food to sell at a discount.

CONNECTIONS
connectionsaustralia.com/en
Connections is a multilingual platform connecting migrants, businesses and communities. Our goal is to drive for an inclusive Australia.

DELSH LEARNING
delshlearning.com.au
Delsh Learning is an online learning platform which connects teachers and students with the resources they need to reach their full potential. The platform is both a learning management system and a marketplace for resources.

DIBS
idibs.it
Dibs is an easy-to-use online solution for internationals in Australia. We assist internationals as soon as they arrive in Australia, helping them source basic services, migration agents and job readiness programs.

ELEVATE YOUR PATH
Elevate Your Path is an education-based services platform providing practical solutions for digital inclusion to young migrants and refugees.

FEMI
Femi provides subscription boxes to Australian women that contain the monthly resources needed to go through the three main stages of female development. Our 1-for-1 model provides girls without access to sanitary items in rural Australia with a monthly supply of pads for every subscription box sold.

GOODIE
goodie.org.au
Goodie actively connects young volunteers with volunteering opportunities offered by nonprofits and social enterprises.

HOMEGIRLS
homegirls.club
Homegirls is a social enterprise that gives refugee and asylum seeker mums a sense of agency and social connectedness by creating collaborations with local designers to create statement earrings.
MARIAM ISSA
mariamissa.com.au
Mariam Issa exists to inspire one million women to achieve their full potential. We do this by delivering keynote speeches and tailored workshops for schools, universities, foundations, and non-profits.

NEUROCO
neuroco.healthcare
NeuroCo is a web-based application that improves clinical depression detection rates through the use of artificial intelligence.

PEOPLE POWER SERVICES
peoplepowerservices.org.au
People Power Services (PPS) proudly provides work experience and employment opportunities for people from refugee and migrant backgrounds while providing exceptional cleaning service for residential, commercial and yard maintenance customers.
FOOD FOR CHANGE - www.foodforchange.org.au
Food For Change grows fresh fruit and vegetables on unused, donated land and delivers it using existing infrastructure to Australians who are seeking food relief. Food for Change have also developed a Food Rescue App that connects local food donors with local food relief organisations to maximize the amount of food rescued in Australia.

GOODWILL WINE - www.goodwillwine.com.au
Goodwill Wine sources small batches of boutique wines and passes on a minimum of 50% of the profit to charities/NGOs in Australia, with plans to expand into a warehouse and employ disadvantaged people in production while tapping into a significantly larger market.

HERCONOMICS - www.herconomics.com
Herconomics exists to increase financial literacy of women by offering a platform that allows women to talk to other women about money, engage in conversation-based financial education events, receive incentives for taking relevant actions from their new knowledge and connect with resources, organizations and individuals that are focused on women's financial empowerment.

KAKADU PLUM CO. - www.kakaduplumco.com
Kakadu Plum Co. is a social enterprise that celebrates and honours ancient Indigenous superfoods and brings them to the plates of everyday Australians and the world. Through their native superfood product range, Kakadu Plum Co. positively impact Indigenous communities by increasing employment, sustainability and native foraging practices.

NEW TO THE TRIBE - www.newtothetribe.com
New To The Tribe is a social enterprise that provides important, reliable, affordable and accessible childbirth and early parenting education. For every two programs purchased, New to the Tribe are able to provide one program free of charge to someone who would otherwise go without.

SHIFRA - www.shifra.io
Shifra is committed to improving access to health services for migrants, asylum seekers and refugees. The Shifra web app shares culturally sensitive reproductive health information and services with women from non-English speaking backgrounds, in a language they can understand.
START BROADBAND
www.startbroadband.com.au
Start Broadband is a local broadband provider that believes every Australian household deserves access to a home Internet connection. In addition to delivering brilliant broadband and backing it up with a local support team, Start directs a share of every customer bill towards funding a home Internet connection for disadvantaged Aussie families who are currently going without.

TAMIL FEASTS - www.tamilfeasts.ceres.org.au
Tamil Feasts is a social enterprise supporting recently settled asylum seekers through the celebration of food and culture. Serving up traditional Sri Lankan fare prepared by Tamil men currently seeking asylum in Australia. These thrice-weekly feasts create a context in which the cooks are able to share the food heritage of their homeland with the wider community.

THE TIMEKEEPER - www.thetimekeeper.co
The Timekeeper exists to help young people take control of their time and live more empowered lives. The Timekeeper sells watches that inspire a conversation about mental health and donates 100% of profits to projects that support youth mental health. The Timekeeper celebrates vulnerability and encourages people to support those around them by sharing stories to breakdown barriers that prevent people from speaking up and seeking help.

TOPSHELF - www.pollyannar.com/topshelf
TOPshelf is the gamification of Arts Education through a badge system delivering options for regional artists to take their art to market.